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ABSTRACTS
COMMUNICATIONS

Experimental investigation of the Y2BaCu05 surface free energy during
peritectic solidification of YBCO
W. Lo, D.A. Cardwell, J.C.L. Chow, H-T. Leung
(University of Cambridge)

The characteristic inhomogeneous distribution of non-superconduct-
ing Y2BaCu05 (211) inclusions in melt processed YBa2Cu3O7_g (123) grains
has generally been attributed to 211 particle pushing by 123 growth fronts
during peritectic solidification on the basis of reduced total surface free
energy. Analysis of the morphology of the interfaces at the 211 -211 -123
and 211-211-liquid triple points in seeded melt processed samples invali-
dates this assumption for the pure YBCO system and has implications for
the mechanism of 211 particle segregation.
Order No.: JA808-001 ©1998 MRS

Precipitation of carbon nanoparticles encapsulating silicon carbide from
molten oxide
M. Mitomo*, C-M. Wang+, H. Emoto#

('National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials, +Lehigh University,
*Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.)

A kind of fullerenes, carbon nanoparticle encapsulating p-SiC grain,
was precipitated during cooling AI2O3-Y2O3-CaO oxide melt containing SiC
and C from 2023 K. The SiC grains with the diameter of 5-20 nm were
covered with 2-4 graphitic carbon layers with the spacing of 0.34 nm as
revealed by high resolution transmission electron microscopy. The result

provides a new preparation method of carbon nanoparticles through a
ceramic process, which contrasts with previous physical methods applying
electric arc discharge or electron irradiation in vacuum.
Order No.: JA808-002 © 1998 MRS

Protective AlZrN film for organic photoconductors
Y.C. Chan, X.S. Miao, E.Y.B. Pun
(City University of Hong Kong)

AlZrN protective film with high transmissivity was deposited onto
organic photoconductor (OPC) surface, and the surface hardness was
greatly increased by a factor of 1.5-3. The OPC surface protected by
(AI100.xZrx)N (x < 58.5%) film was significantly harder than that protected
by AIN film. The electrophotographic properties of the OPC coated with
(AI100_xZrx)N (x < 37.7%) film were also better than those without coating
or protected with AIN film, thus demonstrating the suitability of AlZrN film
as a protective coating for enhancing the operating life of OPC.
Order No.: JA808-003 ©1998 MRS

Theoretical assessment of systematic errors in volume fraction
determinations by microscopy methods
E.D. Zanotto
(Federal University of Sao Carlos)

A set of equations were derived to estimate systematic errors in
experimental determinations of volume fractions transformed by
microscopy methods. For reactions that occur by continuous nucleation
and growth, the experimental values of volume fractions transformed may
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be subjected to significant errors when the largest grain size of the distri-
bution is close to the microscope resolution limit. For transformations
occurring from a fixed number of nuclei, the systematic errors are smaller
than those observed in the continuous nucleation case, but can still be sig-
nificant when reflection methods are used. Transmission methods lead to
smaller errors than reflection techniques.
Order No.: JA808-004 © 1998 MRS

ARTICLES

Growth morphology of large YBCO grains fabricated by seeded peritectic
solidification: I. The seeding process
W. Lo, D A Cardwell, P.D. Hunneyball
(University of Cambridge)

The growth of large grain YBa2Cu3O7.8 (YBCO) by peritectic solidifi-
cation in the presence of a (Sm,Y)Ba2Cu307_g seed is characterized by the
initial seeding process, development of a facet plane around the seed, and
finally by continuous non-local growth away from the seed. A detailed
investigation of the seeding process using electron microscopy, electron
probe microanalysis, and thermal analysis techniques is reported here as
the first in a series of studies of these key growth features. Results show
that the seed partially melts below its nominal melting temperature due to a
distribution of yttrium cations across the seed/YBCO interface. The forma-
tion of a Sm/YBa2Cu3O7.5 solid solution, which occurs via a reaction
between (Sm,Y)2BaCu05 and liquid state Ba3Cu508, has been observed
across this interface at temperatures below the peritectic temperature (Tp)
of the seed. The temperature window available for melting the YBCO phase
while avoiding full peritectic decomposition of the (Sm,Y)Ba2Cu307.5 seed
is maximized for seeds of high Sm content and thickness in excess of
0.2 mm. Finally, the dwell time at temperatures above Tp should be as
short as possible if the integrity of the seed is to be maintained throughout
the YBCO growth process.
Order No.: JA808-005 ©1998 MRS

Film/substrate interactions and superconducting properties of
TI(Ba1.xSrx)2Ca2Cu3Oy thin films on (001) SrTiO3 and SrTiO3-buffered
(001) MgO substrates
A.P. Bramley*, C.R.M. Grovenor, M.J. Goringe*, J.D. O'Connor*,
A.P. Jenkins*, D. Dew-Hughes*, N. Reschauer+, H.H. Wagner+, W. Brozio+,
U. Spreitzer, K.F. Renk+

('University of Oxford, +Universitaet Regensburg)
We have developed a process for the fabrication of (001) oriented

SrTiO3 buffer layers onto (001) MgO substrates by rf magnetron sputtering
followed by a post-deposition heat treatment in air. Precursor films with
TI:Ba:Ca:Cu ratio 2:2:2:3 were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering onto
both these buffered substrates and directly onto (001) SrTiO3 single crystal
substrates, and thalliated at elevated temperatures. Due to Sr diffusion
from the substrate/buffer layer, and its subsequent substitution for Ba in
the superconducting film, the single TI-0 layer phase T l fBa^Sr^ -
Ca2Cu30y was stabilized. Diffusion of Ba and Ca in the opposite direc-
tion led to the formation of a Ba-Ca-Ti-0 compound at the interface. The
TlfBa^Sr^Ca^UsOy films typically have superconducting transition tem-
peratures (Tcs) > 103 K and critical current densities (Jcs) > 2.9 x
105Acnr2 at 77 K. Rs values measured on these films and scaled to
10 GHz were 3.0 m i i at 80 K and <200 \iQ at 50 K for the film grown on
SrTiO3 buffered MgO, and 2.0 m£2 and 1.0 m i i at 50 K for the film grown
directiy onto the (001) SrTiO3 substrate. Films fabricated on (001) SrTiO3
using an in-situ deposition technique with a substrate temperature around
100°C lower than the ex-situ thalliation temperature showed no evidence of
an interfacial reaction layer.
Order No.: JA808-006 © 1998 MRS

The effect of molding pressure on the structural and electrical properties
of Y1Ba2Cu307.s superconductors
CO. Kim*, J.S. Park*, T.W. Kim+

("Hanyang University, +Kwangwoon University)
Measurements of structural and electrical properties as a function of

the molding pressure in Y1Ba2Cu307.5 superconductors have been per-
formed to investigate the texturing behavior. The magnitudes of the mold-

ing pressure were 0.5 x 103 N/cm2,1 x 103 N/cm2,2 x 103 N/cm2, and 4 x
103 N/cm2. As the molding pressure increases, the anisotropy of the crys-
tal structure decreases and the crystal grows preferentially along the c-axis.
As the molding pressure increases, since the size of the grain becomes
larger due to the decreased porosity, denser textures are formed. This
result indicates that the critical current density is improved, resulting in
increased thermal stability at higher molding pressure. While the molding
pressure does not affect the oxygen mole fraction below 500°C, increases
in the molding pressure have a remarkable effect on the formation of tex-
tures and on the onset temperature for the superconducting transition in
Y1Ba2Cu307.6. These results indicate that structural and electrical proper-
ties in Y1Ba2Cu307.s superconductors are affected by the molding pressure
during growth.
Order No.: JA808-007 © 1998 MRS

Depth-sensing indentation measurements with Vickers and
Berkovich indenters
B. Rother*, A. Steiner+#, D A Dietrich§, H.A. Jehn*, J. Haupt+, W. Gissler+
("Forschungsinstitut fur Edelmetalle und Metallchemie, +Joint Research
Centre of the Commission of the EC, *Roth & Rau Oberflachentechnik,
Slngenieurburo Dr. Dietrich)

Depth-sensing indentation measurements are performed with two
different Vickers indenters and one Berkovich indenter. The sample materi-
als were mirror polished Ag, Al, Au, Ni and Ti samples. From the load-
indentation depth data, the conventional hardness plots as well as the first
derivative are calculated. The latter procedure yields a specific volume
related density of deformation energy in the probed material. That specific
energy density is shown to be a constant material parameter for extended
indentation depths and for different Vickers indenters. Vickers and
Berkovich indenters delivered within the error margin the same results.
Order No.: JA808-008 © 1998 MRS

Role of bonding and coordination in the atomic structure and energy of
diamond and silicon grain boundaries
P. Keblinski*+, D. Wolf*, S.R. Phillpot*, H. Gleiter+

("Argonne National Laboratory, +Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe)
The high-temperature equilibrated atomic structures and energies of

large-unit-cell grain boundaries (GBs) in diamond and silicon are deter-
mined by means of Monte-Carlo simulations using Tersoff's potentials for
the two materials. Silicon provides a relatively simple basis for understand-
ing GB structural disorder in a purely sp3 bonded material against which
the greater bond stiffness in diamond combined with its ability to change
hybridization in a defected environment from sp3 to sp2 can be elucidated.
We find that due to the purely sp3-type bonding in Si, even in highly disor-
dered, high-energy GBs at least 80% of the atoms are four-fold coordinat-
ed in a rather dense confined amorphous structure. By contrast, in dia-
mond even relatively small bond distortions exact a considerable price in
energy that favors a change to sp2-type local bonding; these competing
effects translate into considerably more ordered diamond GBs, however at
the price of as many as 80% of the atoms being only three-fold coordinat-
ed. Structural disorder in the Si GBs is therefore partially replaced by coor-
dination disorder in the diamond GBs. In spite of these large fractions of
three-coordinated GB carbon atoms, however, the three-coordinated atoms
are rather poorly connected amongst themselves, thus likely preventing
any type of graphite-like electrical conduction through the GBs.
Order No.: JA808-009 © 1998 MRS

Precipitates in GaN epilayers grown on sapphire substrates
J. Kang*+, T. Ogawa+
("Gakushuin University, ̂ Xiamen University)

Precipitates in GaN epilayers grown on sapphire substrates were
investigated by atomic number contrast (ANC), wavelength-dispersive
x-ray spectrometry (WDS), energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS), and
cathodoluminescence (CL) techniques. The results showed that the precipi-
tates are mainly composed of gallium and oxygen elements and distribute
more sparsely and inhomogeneously in <1120> directions in the sample
grown on substrate nitridated for a longer period. Yellow luminescence
intensity was imaged to be stronger in the precipitates. The results suggest
that the precipitates are formed on dislocations and grain boundaries by
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substituting oxygen onto nitrogen site, and result in the formations of deep
levels nearby.
Order No.: JA808-010 ©1998 MRS

Microstructural control of amorphous silicon films crystallized using an
excimer laser
J. Viatella, R.K. Singh
(University of Florida)

A technique for microstructural control of excimer laser-annealed
silicon thin films on SiO2 substrates has been developed. By using single-
crystal photolithographically-etched silicon seed wafers in intimate contact
with the silicon films, we have shown that it is possible to spatially control
nucleation. Transmission electron micrographs show the resultant micro-
structure to consist of large (-1 |xm) grain structures in the area surround-
ing the seed contact, with distinct organization not previously observed. A
theoretical discussion is presented to explain the observed phenomena.
Also, results from a numerical simulation are given which outline the
effects of the seed wafer on the resultant microstructure of the laser-
annealed film, as compared to non-seeded areas.
Order No.: JA808-011 ©1998 MRS

Investigation of the solidus boundaries and microstructure in the ZnO-
PrO, 5-CoO system
S-Y. Chun, N. Wakiya, K. Shinozaki, N. Mizutani
(Tokyo Institute of Technology)

ZnO ceramics used as varistors are prepared with cobalt oxide as an
essential additive to improve nonohmic properties. Because some of its
effects during the liquid-phase sintering remain unexplained, we character-
ize the liquid-phase formation temperatures and phase reactions in the
system ZnO-PrO-i 5- CoO. Using differential thermal analysis (DTA) during
sintering, we detect new thermal phenomena. An addition of cobalt oxide
to ZnO-PrO15 mixtures (ZnO-5 mol% PrO-, 5-10 mol% CoO) significantly
decreases the liquid-phase formation temperature to 1272 ± 5°C, which is
about 110°C lower compared to those in ZnO-PrO-, 5 system. Charac-
terization of ceramics quenched during sintering allows us to describe an
isoplethal section with PrO! 5 contents of 5 mol% and solubility limit of Co
in ZnO.
Order No.: JA808-012 © 1998 MRS

Influence of nitrogen implantation on the properties of Ti and
substoichiometric TiNx films deposited on high speed steel
WIT. Rodrigo*, C. Jimenez*, L. Vazquez+, F. Alonso* M. Fernandez/
J.M. Martinez-Duart*
('Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, +lnstituto Ciencia de Materiales,
*INASMET-Camino de Portuetxe)

Ti and Til\lx (x < 1) thin films have been deposited on high speed
steel (HSS) substrates by reactive sputtering and then N+ implanted. The
increase of the N/Ti ratio of the films during deposition is related to a
decrease in their roughness, and N+ implantation produces another addi-
tional slight decrease of the roughness. The hardness of samples increases
with the nitrogen content in the as-deposited samples; nevertheless, N+-
implanted Ti coatings show lower values of hardness than reactive sput-
tered TiNx films. a-Ti, e-Ti2N and 8-TiN phases were identified by grazing
x-ray diffraction.
Order No.: JA808-013 © 1998 MRS

Plasticity in ion-irradiated austenitic stainless steels
C. Robertson, S. Poissonnet, L Boulanger
(Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique)

In an attempt to take advantage of charged particle irradiation for
studying the effects of irradiation on the mechanical properties of metals,
we developed an experimental procedure based on the combination of
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and submicron indentation of
ion-implanted layers. We applied this technique to industrial 316L steel,
irradiated with krypton ions up to 10 dpa at 873 K. A domain where the
penetration range of the ions and the indentation depth are compatible has
been identified. The indentation tests then yielded a good estimate of hard-
ness and bulk modulus, while the TEM observations provide microstruc-

tural information in the plastic regime. It is shown that the combination of
the two techniques is necessary for rationalizing the observed results.
Order No.: JA808-014 © 1998 MRS

Extended x-ray absorption fine structure study on amorphous Nd-Fe-B
alloys
H. Kageyama*, K. Kadono*, K. Fukumi*, T. Saito+, T. Kuji+

("Osaka National Research Institute, +Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.)
The local structure and crystallization behavior of Nd15Fe77B)< (x =

2-14) melt-spun alloys were studied by Nd L3 extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS). The conventional x-ray powder diffractometry stud-
ies showed that the Nd-Fe-B melt-spun ribbons had the amorphous struc-
ture regardless of the boron content. EXAFS studies of the local structure
around the Nd atom confirmed that the Nd-Fe-B melt-spun alloys had the
amorphous structure and virtually the same nearest neighbor distance
from the Nd atom. The amorphous alloys were heated by a differential
scanning calorimetry in order to investigate the variation in the local struc-
ture during the crystallization process by EXAFS measurements. Although
no appreciable difference was found in the nearest neighbor distance of the
Nd atom between the amorphous alloys and the crystallized alloys, the
small variation in the nearest neighbor distance during the crystallization
process was detected by EXAFS measurements.
Order No.: JA808-015 ©1998 MRS

Formation of graphite encapsulated ferromagnetic particles and a
mechanism for their growth
A.A. Setlur, J.Y. Dai, J. M. Lauerhaas, P.L. Washington, R.P.H. Chang
(Northwestern University)

Graphite encapsulated nanoparticles have numerous possible appli-
cations due to their novel properties and their ability to survive rugged
environments. Evaporation of Fe, Ni, or Co with graphite in a hydrogen
atmosphere results in graphite encapsulated nanoparticles found on the
chamber walls. Similar experiments in helium lead to nanoparticles embed-
ded in an amorphous carbon/fullerene matrix. Comparing the experimental
results in helium and hydrogen, we propose a mechanism for the forma-
tion of encapsulated nanoparticles. The hydrogen arc produces polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules, which can act as a precursor to
the graphitic layers around the nanoparticles. Direct evidence for this
mechanism is given by using pyrene (C16H10), a PAH molecule, as the only
carbon source to form encapsulated nanoparticles.
Order No.: JA808-016 © 1998 MRS

Chemical interaction between nitrogen and iron in silica glasses via
sequential ion-implantation
T. Isobe*, T. Toriyama+, R.A. Weeks* R.A. Zuhr§
("Keio University, +Musashi Institute of Technology, *Vanderbilt University,
§0ak Ridge National Laboratory)

Silica glass plates (Corning 7940 excimer grade) were implanted
sequentially with N+ at 52 keV to different doses, ranging from 0 to 1.2 x
1017 ions cm"2, and then with Fe+ at 160 keV to 6 x 1016 ions cm"2 at room
temperature and 4 \iA cm"2. The intensity of ferromagnetic magnetic reso-
nance (FMR) absorption and the magnetization calculated by the angular
dependence of the FMR field reach maxima at an N/Fe atomic ratio -0.2.
Two peaks due to Fe 2p3/2 electron are observed at 707.2 ± 0.2 and 710.9
± 0.2 eV in the x-ray photoelectron spectra. The intensity of the former rel-
ative to the latter decreases with increasing the N dose. The conversion
electron Mbssbauer spectrum reveals the formation of superparamagnetic
iron nitride as well as the existence of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in silica when implant-
ing N+ to 7.5 x 1015 ions cm"2 and then 57Fe+ to 6 x 1016 ions cm"2 at N/Fe
= 0.125. These results suggest that sequential ion-implantation of N+ and
Fe+ produces iron nitride in silica glasses.
Order No.: JA808-017 © 1998 MRS

Durability of cement-based materials in simulated radioactive liquid
waste: Effect of phosphate, sulphate and chloride ions
A. Guerrero, S. Hernandez, S. Goni
(Institute of Construction Science Eduardo Torroja-CSIC)

The durability of a specific backfilling pozolanic cement mortar,
which is employed in Spain, in concrete containers for the storage of low
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and medium level wastes (LLW) (MLW), has been studied by means of the
Koch-Steinegger test at the temperature of 40°C during a period of 365
days. Mortar samples were immersed in a simulated radioactive liquid
waste very rich in sulphate (0.68M), phosphate (0.89M) and chloride
(0.51 M) ions. The changes of the microstructure were followed by x-ray
diffraction (XRD), mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM). Pore solution was extracted at different periods in
order to see the changes of the chemical composition caused by the diffu-
sion of those ions inside the microstructure.
Order No.: JA808-018 © 1998 MRS

Transmission electron microscopy and x-ray structural investigation of
La07Ca03MnO3 thin films
Y.H: Li*, K.A. Thomas*, P.S.I.P.N. de Silva*, LF. Cohen*, A. Goyal*
M. Rajeswari+, N.D. Mathur* M.G. Blamire#, J.E. Evetts* T. Venkatesan+,
J.L. MacManus-Driscoll*
('Imperial College, ^University of Maryland, ̂ University of Cambridge)

The structural changes and magnetoresistance (MR) properties of
as-grown and post-annealed La07Cao3Mn03 films were investigated by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). The
data for the films was compared to that for bulk La,, 7Cao 3Mn03 post-
annealed under the same conditions. The main structure of the as-grown
films was face centered pseudo-cubic with a doubled perovskite unit cell,
of size ~2apx~2apx~2ap, where ap is the single perovskite parameter. The
phase showed a cube-on-cube epitaxy with the underlying LaAIO3 sub-
strate. Upon annealing to a saturation point, a minor primitive pseduo-
tetragonal structure evolved, of cell parameters ~V2apx~V2apx~2ap. A total
of four possible orientations of the two structures was observed by TEM,
comprised of one orientation of the ~2apX~2apx~2ap cell, i.e. the cube-on-
cube epitaxy, giving rise to (001) peaks in x-ray, and three orientations of
the ~V2apx~V2apx~2ap cell, giving rise to a single (001 )/(hkO) peak in x-ray.
The bulk La07Cao3MnO3 sample also contains the V2apx~V2apx~2ap struc-
ture. The difference between the bulk and the film and the effects of anneal-
ing on films can be ascribed to the influence of strain between the film and
substrate, induced by lattice mismatch.
Order No.: JA808-019 © 1998 MRS

Kinetics of formation of the pyrochlore and perovskite phases in sol-gel
derived lead zirconate titanate powder
V.S. Tiwari*, A. Kumar*, V.K. Wadhawan*, D. Pandey+

('Centre for Advanced Technology, *Banaras Hindu University)
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) powder is prepared by the sol-gel

method. The formation of pyrochlore and perovskite phases is investigated
by high temperature XRD and thermal analysis techniques. The pyrochlore
phase first appears in x-ray amorphous form, and then gets converted to
crystalline state on annealing in air. We show that vacuum-annealing of
the pyrolyzed amorphous PZT gel suppresses the formation of the crys-
talline pyrochlore phase. This, in turn, enhances the kinetics of conversion
of pyrochlore to perovskite, such that a pyrochlore-free perovskite phase
can be obtained by annealing at about 500°C. On the other hand, if anneal-
ing is carried out in air, a crystalline pyrochlore phase is formed, which
requires annealing temperatures higher than 600°C for transformation to
the perovskite phase. These observations are explained tentatively in terms
of the oxygen stoichiometry of the two phases.
Order No.: JA808-020 © 1998 MRS

Metastability of tetragonal ZrO2 derived from Zr-n-propoxide-
acetylacetone-water-isopropyl alcohol
Z. Zhan, H.C. Zeng
(National University of Singapore)

ZrO2 nanopowders derived from zirconium n-propoxide Zr(OC3H7)4]-
acetylacetone-water-isopropanol have been investigated with respect to
their tetragonal metastability on heating-cooling processes. The transfor-
mation temperature of metastable tetragonal to monoclinic (t'->m) phase
is found to be governed by ultimate firing temperature, time and atmos-
pheres employed. Crystallite growth is fastened with increase in calcina-
tion temperatures over 1000-1400°C, and the t '-»m transformation
temperature is correlated linearly with crystallite size in the studied range

of 12-20 nm. Heating in an oxygen environment increases the size of the
final crystallites and hence the rate of the t'->m transformation. It is
revealed that the t '->m transformation temperature depends largely on the
heating atmosphere, but only weakly on the cooling one. Based on the
findings of this work, surface oxygen deficiencies are attributed to be
responsible for low-temperature tetragonal metastability. A crystallite
growth model to explain the decline of t'-ZrO2 phase is proposed. Kinetic
and thermodynamic factors are also discussed in connection with the
existing theories of tetragonal metastability.
Order No.: JA808-021 © 1998 MRS

Characterization of aluminosilicate (mullite) precursors prepared by a
mechanochemical process
J. Temuujin*, K. Okada+, K.J.D. MacKenzie*
("Institute of Chemistry of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences, +Tokyo
Institute of Technology, *New Zealand Institute for Industrial Research
and Development)

Aluminosilicate precursors were prepared by mechanochemical
treatment of gibbsite-silica gel mixtures. The effect of grinding on their
structure and thermal behavior has been examined by 27AI and 29Si MAS
NMR, XRD, DTA-TG and FT-IR. After 8 hours grinding, the hydrated alumi-
na was completely changed to an amorphous phase which showed a new
exothermic DTA peak at about 980°C due to the formation of y-AI2O3 or
spinel-phase. This behavior was related to changes in the Al and Si envi-
ronments, as deduced from the MAS NMR spectra. With increased grind-
ing time, some 4 coordinated Al appears, together with an Al resonance at
about 30 ppm. Simultaneously, a new 29Si resonance appears at about
-90 ppm, indicating a greater degree of homogeneity in the ground sam-
ples. Mullite crystallizes at 1200°C from samples ground for 8-20 hours,
its XRD intensity increasing with increased milling times, in agreement
with the NMR, DTA and FT-IR data. Changes in the Al and Si environments
during heat treatment, as reflected by the NMR spectra, are also reported.
Order No.: JA808-022 ©1998 MRS

Conductivity behavior of n-type semiconducting ferrites from
hydrothermal powders
A. Dias*, R.L. Moreira+

('UFMG, +ICEX-UFMG)
The frequency and temperature dependencies of the dielectric per-

mittivity and of the electrical conductivity of excess ferrous ions hydrother-
mal NiZn ferrites were analyzed before and after sintering. A decreasing
tendency with frequency of the dielectric responses was observed, but the
high permittivities attained (E'= 105) masked any relaxation in these mate-
rials. This behavior is characteristic of n-type semiconducting ferrites,
where electron hopping between Fe+2 and Fe+3 ions leads to very high
conductivity values. The temperature dependence of the dielectric permit-
tivities revealed the existence of broader peaks. The electron hopping
mechanism leads to a frequency dispersion of the temperature where the
permittivities attain their maxima. The electrical conductivity variations with
temperature exhibited Arrhenius type behaviors, with activation energies
ranging from 0.34 eV (hydrothermal powder) to 0.16 eV (for the highest
sintering temperature). These results were correlated to the variations in
Fe+2 concentration and microstructure.
Order No.: JA808-023 © 1998 MRS

Epitaxial growth of 'infinite layer1 thin films and multilayers by rf
magnetron sputtering
L. Fabrega, E. Koller, J.M. Triscone, 0. Fischer
(Universite de Geneve)

We report on the preparation and characterization of epitaxial ACuO2
(A = Sr.Ca.Ba) thin films and multilayers with the so-called infinite layer
(IL) structure, by RF magnetron sputtering. Films and multilayers without
Ba have a remarkable crystal quality, whereas those containing this large
ion are often multiphased and unstable. In spite of the excellent crystalline
quality of these samples, the obtaining of thin films both having IL struc-
ture and displaying superconducting properties has not succeeded: our
pure IL samples display semiconducting behavior, and the different proce-
dures tried in order to dope them—annealings, introduction of disorder or
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cation vacancies, artificial layering—have failed. These results support that
the pure IL structure ACuO2 (A = Alkaline earth) cannot superconduct.
Order No.: JA808-024 ©1998 MRS

In-situ monitoring of the sintering behavior of microcomposite particles
using a laser scanning micrometer
Z. Chen, S-F. Chen, R.A. Overfelt, M.F. Rose
(Space Power Institute)

The densification behavior of silica-coated alumina particles was
investigated during sintering using a laser scanning micrometer. Traditional
dilatometric techniques require contact between a push-rod and the sample
under study and thus place the sample under stress during the test.
However, the utilization of a non-contact laser micrometer to measure
dimensional changes during sintering enabled the densification behavior to
be very accurately characterized under a stress-free condition. Thus higher
temperature experiments, where densification rates are particularly temper-
ature sensitive and the samples are especially soft, can be reliably investi-
gated without the disturbing influence of an external force. The present
paper describes an application of the technique to evaluate the densifica-
tion behavior from 900-1300°C of silica-coated alumina microcomposite
particles used for the fabrication of mullite.
Order No.: JA808-025 © 1998 MRS

Microstructure of columnar-grained SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 thin films
prepared by chemical solution deposition
C.L. Jia*, K. Urban*, S. Hoffmann*, R. Waser+

('Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH, +Rheinisch-Westfalische Technische
Hochschule Aachen)

The microstructure and lattice defects of SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 thin
films with columnar grains prepared by a chemical solution deposition
technique has been investigated by means of transmission electron
microscopy. The columnar grains in the SrTiO3 films exhibit a preferential
orientation with a crystallographic <111> direction parallel to the normal of
film, which, in turn, follows the orientation texture of the substrate Pt layer.
Cubic-to-cubic relationships have been found for the two materials. For the
BaTiO3 films the columnar grains are oriented in a random way without any
preferential relationship to the substrate Pt layer. Pores, lattice defects and
grain boundaries occur in either type of film, however in different configu-
rations. This reflects the individual nature of the materials and the different
formation and growth mechanisms of the films under the preparation con-
ditions.
Order No.: JA808-026 ©1998 MRS

Structural and morphological features of MgO powders. The key role of
the preparative starting compound
S. Ardizzone, C.L. Bianchi, B. Vercelli
(University of Milan)

The present paper reports data concerning magnesia samples
obtained by calcination of different precursor salts at different increasing
temperatures (873 K-1253 K). The oxides are characterized by x-ray dif-
fraction, scanning electron microscopy and I\I2 adsorption at subcritical
temperatures. The samples appear to be composed, at any temperature, of
pure periclase with a degree of crystallinity which increases with the tem-
perature of calcination. Morphologically, the products have the shape either
of lamellas or of cubes of variable dimensions, depending on the nature
and route of preparation of the precursor salts. The variation of the specific
surface area and the degree of porosity with the nature of the precursors
and the temperature is discussed.
Order No.: JA808-027 © 1998 MRS

Bi-axial stretching of superplastic yttria stabilized zirconia polycrystals,
yttria stabilized zirconia polycrystals/AI?O3 and yttria stabilized zirconia
polycrystals/LAS-glass composites in air atmosphere
J.L. Shi, G.Q. Zhu, J.H. Gao, L. Li, Z.L. Lu, T.R. Lai
(Chinese Academy of Sciences)

The bi-axial stretching behavior of superplastic Y-TZP (yttria stabi-
lized zirconia polycrystals) ceramics and Y-TZP/AI2O3 composites in air
atmosphere was investigated. Stretching deformation can be made within a

limited range. Larger grain size of Y-TZP led to higher applied load needed
to obtain the same amount of deformation. However, if some monoclinic
phase was present in the materials, which was caused by the over-large
grain sizes, defects would occur and thus deformation was easier. Micro-
structure study of the deformed specimen showed the occurrence of
crack-like defects on the outside surface of the stretched disc specimen.
Limited grain growth of single phase Y-TZP was obtained while Y-TZP
grains in Y-TZP/AI203 composites grew extensively after stretching.
Order No.: JA808-028 © 1998 MRS

Effect of microstructure on damage tolerance in grinding micaceous
glass-ceramics
H.H.K. Xu, S. Jahanmir
(National Institute of Standards and Technology)

This study investigated the modes of grinding-induced subsurface
damage in dental glass-ceramics and the influence of microstructure on
strength degradation. A series of micaceous glass ceramics crystallized
from the same glass composition was tested. The diameter of the mica
platelets in these glass-ceramics was varied via heat-treatment. Grinding
was performed using three diamond wheels (with diamond particle size of
40,100, and 180 |xm, respectively) at depth of cut ranging from 5 u.m to
100 | im. A bonded-interface technique was employed to examine the
machining-induced subsurface damage. Relatively large median and lateral
cracks were found in the glass-ceramic with the smallest mica platelets. In
contrast, no cracks were found in the material containing large mica
platelets. The ground specimens were fractured in four point flexure to
measure strength as a function of grinding conditions and mica platelet
sizes. The strength of the ground specimens was reduced to approximately
30% of the strength of the polished specimens for the glass-ceramic con-
taining the smallest mica platelets; that of the glass-ceramic with the inter-
mediate mica platelet size was reduced to 60%. In contrast, virtually no
strength loss occurred with the glass-ceramic containing large mica
platelets. Microstructure was shown to determine the mode and degree of
strength-controlling damage in the machining of these dental glass ceram-
ics. Polishing after grinding removes subsurface damage and recovers
strength for the glass-ceramics containing fine mica crystals.
Order No.: JA808-029 © 1998 MRS

Microstructural factors influencing the properties of high surface area
molybdenum nitride films converted from molybdenum trioxide films
deposited via solution spray pyrolysis
S.L. Roberson*, D. Finello+, R.F. Davis*
("North Carolina State University, +U.S. Air Force Research Labs)

Molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) films, 15 urn thick, have been deposit-
ed on 50 |im thick polycrystalline titanium substrates from 250 to 500°C
via liquid spray pyrolysis. Molybdenum pentachloride (MoCI5) dissolved in
methanol was used as the molybdenum source; ambient conditions pro-
vided the oxygen source. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data indicated that amor-
phous Mo03 films were produced at deposition temperatures below 400°C.
Randomly orientated polycrystalline Mo03 films were produced at 400°C
and higher deposition temperatures. The deposition temperature also influ-
enced the surface area of the films and their average grain size. Sub-
sequent conversion of the Mo03 films to high surface area (HSA) con-
ductive films containing both Mo2N and MoN was accomplished via
programmed reactions with anhydrous NH3 and involved the formation of
MoO2 and M o O x ^ as intermediate phases. The degree of crystallinity,
surface area and average grain size of the MoO3 films strongly influenced
the average grain size and surface area of the resultant MoxN films.
Order No.: JA808-030 © 1998 MRS

Stabilization of aqueous BaTiO3 suspensions with ammonium salt of
poly(acrylic acid) at various pH values
J-H. Jean, H-R. Wang
(National Tslng Hua University)

Ammonium salt of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA-NH4) has been used to
stabilize aqueous BaTi03 suspensions at various pH values. Adsorption of
PAA-NH4 causes the zeta potential to become more negative, although this
effect becomes less dramatic as the pH increases. The concentration of
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PAA-NH4 required to stabilize aqueous BaTiO3 suspensions decreases with
increasing pH. The critical amount of PAA-NH4 as a function of pH is plot-
ted in a stability map, as determined by adsorption, rheology and sedimen-
tation studies.
Order No.: JA808-031 ©1998 MRS

Mass transfer and kinetics of the chemical vapor deposition of SiC onto
fibers
W.J. Lackey, S. Vaidyaraman, B.N. Beckloff, I S . Moss III, J.S. Lewis
(Georgia Institute of Technology)

An internally consistent set of data was generated for the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) of SiC from methyltrichlorosilane (MTS) and H2 at
atmospheric pressure. A moving fiber tow was used as the substrate.
Coating rates between 0.3 and 3.7 nm/min and deposition efficiencies
between 24 to 48% were obtained for MTS and H2 flow rates in the range
30 to 200 cm3/min and 300 to 2000 cm3/min, respectively. The data were
analyzed and found to be best fit under a mass transfer regime. Based on
this fit, a value of the constant in the Chilton-Colburn j factor expression for
a moving fiber tow was estimated to be 2.74 x 10"6 with a standard devia-
tion of 3.2 x 10"7. The efficiency of the reaction was found to decrease with
increases in the total flow rate, indicating that the effect of the decreased
residence time of reagents in the reactor was larger than the increase in the
mass transfer coefficient. Finally, a comparison between the efficiencies for
a stationary and a moving tow revealed that the moving tow had a higher
efficiency, possibly due to a disruption of the boundary layer by the tow
motion or due to the decrease in the canning of the moving tow.
Order No.: JA808-032 © 1998 MRS

A micromechanistic model of the combustion synthesis process:
Influence of intrinsic kinetics
C. He*, C. Blanchetiere*, G.C. Stangle+

('National Research Council Canada, 'New York State College of Ceramics
at Alfred University)

A micromechanistic model of the combustion synthesis of MbC has
been developed by combining the results of an experimental study of the
intrinsic, pore-level kinetic mechanism and a theoretical model developed
previously, in order to account for the various physical and chemical
processes that take place during the combustion synthesis process.
Results of the present investigation are interpreted from both a macro-
scopic and a microscopic point of view. Moreover, the relationship between
the microscopic processes and macroscopic features of the combustion
synthesis process is discussed. The results show that the formation of a
combustion wave in the Nb-C system corresponded to establishment of a
proper balance between the rates of enthalpy redistribution within the sam-
ple. Furthermore, the pore size had a significant influence on the combus-
tion synthesis process: smaller pores gave rise to a higher area of contact
between the reactants, which in turn gave rise to a higher rate of enthalpy
increase due to the enhanced rate of product formation. The influence of
the pore size distribution on the process is also discussed.
Order No.: JA808-033 ©1998 MRS

Growth, microslructure and resistivity of RuO2 thin films grown by
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
J. Vetrone*, CM. Foster, G-R. Bai*, A. Wang*, J. Patel+, X. Wu*+

("Argonne National Laboratory, 'Northern Illinois University)
Polycrystalline RuO2 thin films were grown by metal-organic chemi-

cal vapor deposition (MOCVD) on both SiO2/Si(001) and Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si(001)
substrates. Films having a controllable and reproducible structural texture
and phase purity were synthesized by carefully controlling deposition
parameters. Moderate growth temperatures (~350°C) and low growth rates
(<30 A/min) produced highly (110)-textured RuO2 films. Highly (101)-
textured RuO2 films were favored at slightly lower temperatures (~300°C)
and much higher growth rates (>30 A/min). The most conductive RuO2
films had resistivities of 34 to 40 \iQ.-cm at 25°C, an average grain size of
65 ± 15 nm, and a surface roughness (rms) of 3 to 10 nm. Both single
phase Ru and mixed Ru/RuO2 phase material were also fabricated at low
temperatures (<350°C) by using lower oxygen flow concentrations

© 1998 MRS
)

Order No.: JA808-034

Crystallization kinetics of sputter-deposited LaNiO3 thin films on Si
substrate
H-Y. Lee*+, T-B. Wu*
('Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, 'National Tsing Hua University)

The kinetics of in-situ crystallization of LaNiO3 thin films in sputter-
ing deposition at temperatures ranging from 250 to 450°C and isothermal
crystallization of room-temperature (RT) sputtered LaNiO3 thin films in
annealing at 350-500°C were investigated by the x-ray diffraction method.
The crystallization in both cases basically followed the Johnson-Mehl-
Avrami (JMA) relation. However, different crystallization kinetics were
observed. The transformation index and activation energy of crystallization
in high temperature sputtering were about 1.5 and 33 kJ/mole, respective-
ly, while in the annealing of RT sputtered films, 1.0 and 63 kJ/mole were
found. From the determined transformation index, it is suggested that the
crystallization rate in high temperature sputtering was determined by a
diffusion-controlled process of lateral growth with a decreasing nucleation
rate of crystallites in the adsorption layer. However, the annealed films
crystallized by an interface controlled and one-dimensional growth of
existing nuclei.
Order No.: JA808-035 © 1998 MRS

Effect of intercalation in graphite epoxy composites on the shielding of
high energy radiation
J.R. Gaier*, W. Hardebeck+, J.R.T. Bunch+, M l . Davidson*, D.B. Beery+
('NASA-Lewis Research Center, 'Manchester College)

The half-thickness and mass absorption coefficient of 13.0 keV
x-rays, 46.5 keV frays, and 1.16 MeV (3e particles have been measured
for pristine, bromine intercalated, and iodine monobromide intercalated
pitch-based graphite fiber composites. Since these materials have been
proposed to replace aluminum structures in spacecraft, the results were
compared to aluminum. Pristine graphite epoxy composites were found
to have about 4.0 times the half-thickness, and 40 percent of the mass
absorption of aluminum for ionizing radiation. Bromine intercalation
improved performance to 90 percent of the half-thickness, and 1.7 times
the mass absorption coefficient of aluminum. Iodine monobromide extend-
ed the performance to 70 percent of the half-thickness and 3.0 times the
mass absorption of aluminum. Thus, intercalation not only makes up the
deficiency conventional composites have in shielding components from
ionizing radiation but actually confers advantages in mass and thickness
over aluminum. The p e particle shielding of all the materials tested was
found to be very effective. The shielding of all of the materials was found to
have nearly the same mass absorption coefficient of 17.8 + 0.9 cm2/g.
Inelastic scattering processes were found to be important in pe particle
shielding, however, the extent of inelastic scattering and thus the distribu-
tion of energies of the transmitted electrons did not vary with material.
Order No.: JA808-036 © 1998 MRS

Microstructural characteristics of conductive SrRuO3 thin films formed
by pulsed-laser deposition
P. Lu*, F. Chu+, Q.X. Jia*, I E . Mitchell*
("New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, +Los Alamos National
Laboratory)

Transmission electron microscopy and high-resolution electron
microscopy have been used to study microstructural properties of conduc-
tive SrRuO3 films grown by pulsed laser deposition on (001) LaAI03 and
(001) SrTiO3 substrates. It was found that the SrRuO3 films deposited on
both substrates consist of mixed domains of [001] and [110] orientations,
with orientation relationships that can be described as (a) (001 )f//(001 )s
and [110]f//[100]s and (b) (110)f//(001)? and [001]f//[100]s, respectively.
The SrRuO3 films deposited on SrTiO3, in particular, were found to have a
layered domain structure, with the [110] domain grown initially on the sub-
strate, followed by growth of the [001] oriented domain with increasing
thickness. The films on SrTiO3 are strained and have a coherent interface
with the substrate. The SrRuO3 films deposited on LaAIO3, on the other
hand, contain a high density of structural defects such as stacking faults
and microtwins on the (022) planes. Microtwins as large as 50 nm in thick-
ness are observed in the films deposited on LaAIO3. Possible causes for
the observed structural defects in the films are discussed.
Order No.: JA808-037 © 1998 MRS
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Growth kinetics of chemically vapor deposited SiO2 films from silane
oxidation
F. Ojeda, A. Castro-Garcia, C. Gomez-Aleixandre, J.M. Albella
(Materials Science Institute of Madrid-CSIC)

The growth kinetics of SiO2 thin films obtained by low-pressure CVD
from SiH4/O2/N2 gas mixtures has been determined at different tempera-
tures and flow rates. The results show that the film growth is originated by
some intermediate species (e.g., SiOxHy) produced in the gas-phase. At
low temperatures the deposition rate is limited by some homogeneous
reaction with an apparent activation energy of 1.42 eV. Furthermore, the
observation of critical limits when total pressure, oxygen/silane flow ratio
and temperature are decreased gives support to a branching-chain mecha-
nism of deposition. Finally, we have observed that the deposition rate
shows a hysteresis behavior when varying the temperature within the
300M00°C range, which has been attributed to the inhibition of silane oxi-
dation by the Si-OH surface groups of the films grown on the reactor walls.
Order No.: JA808-038 © 1998 MRS

Growth of diamond and diamond-like films using a low energy ion beam
Y.P. Guo, K.L. Lam, KM. Lui, R.W.M. Kwok, K.C. Hui
(The Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Ion beam deposition provides an additional control of ion beam
energy over the chemical vapor deposition methods. We have used a low
energy ion beam of hydrogen and carbon to deposit carbon films on Si
(100) wafers. We found that graphitic films, amorphous carbon films and
oriented diamond microcrystallites could be obtained at different ion beam
energies. The mechanism of the formation of the oriented diamond micro-
crystallites was suggested to include three components: strain release after
ion bombardment, hydrogen passivation of sp3 carbon, and hydrogen
etching. Such a process can be extended to the heteroepitaxial growth of
diamond films.
Order No.: JA808-039 © 1998 MRS

Synthesis, characterization, and reactivity of tungsten oxynitride
T.E. Lucy, IP . St. Clair, ST. Oyama
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

High surface area tungsten oxynitride has been prepared by the
temperature programmed reaction (TPR) of WO3 with NH3. All samples
were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD), nitrogen physisorption, CO
chemisorption, and elemental analysis. Samples were prepared at different
heating rates (P), and a Redhead analysis yielded an activation energy for
nitridation of 109 kJ moM. A heating rate of 0.016 K s"1 gave optimal syn-
thesis conditions. Solid state intermediates were studied by interrupting the
temperature program at various stages. No distinct suboxide phases were
found using XRD. The nitridation step was determined to be a continuous
transformation from oxide to oxynitride. Surface area, CO uptake, and
nitrogen weight % were all found to increase as the reaction progressed.
Reactivity experiments showed reasonable hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) and
hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) activity, but little hydrogenation (HYD) or
hydrodesulfurization (HDS) activity.
Order No.: JA808-040 ©1998 MRS

Non-linear physical properties of some non-conventional
semiconducting Bi-Pb-Ba-0 glasses
D.K. Modak*, G. Banerjee*, M. Karar*, M. Sadhukhan*, A.K. Bera*,
B.K. Chaudhuri*, P.K. Pal+

('Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, +R.B.C. College)
Semiconducting Bi1.xPbxBaO3.5 (or BPB) glasses with x = 0 to 0.8

have been prepared by fast quenching from the melt. Interesting anomalies

in the temperature dependent polaronic conductivity and dielectric constant
have been observed in all these glass compositions around temperature Tp
(say) varying from 310 to 330 K (depending on Pb concentration). This
non-linear behavior is considered to be associated with the local ordering
or displacements of the BiO3 type pyramidal structural units present in the
glass matrix (observed from the infra-red spectra of these glasses). This
type of ordering/displacement gives rise to a local instability in the glass
network structure which is also supported by the observed heat capacity
anomaly around the same temperature Tp.
Order No.: JA808-041 © 1998 MRS

Constrained-film sintering of cordierite glass-ceramic on silicon
substrate
J.N. Calata, A. Matthys, G-Q. Lu
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

The densification behavior of cordierite glass-ceramic films con-
strained on rigid silicon substrate was studied in the temperature range
from 900°C to 1000°C. An optical setup was used to obtain the thickness
versus time profiles and in-plane stresses of the constrained glass-ceramic
during isothermal sintering. The thickness profiles showed a rapid shrink-
age due to sintering followed by an expansion corresponding to crystal-
lization of the glass-ceramic. Measurements of in-plane stresses in
constrained-sintering films showed a rapidly-rising tensile stress during
densification followed by a slight drop during crystallization. In films sin-
tered above 950°C, the tensile stress rose rapidly again near the end of
crystallization, suggesting a further densification in a mostly crystallized
film. SEM micrographs of the film cross-sections revealed the formation
and growth of large pores along the interface between the glass-ceramic
and silicon substrate that may have contributed to the observed film
expansion. These pores are substantially larger than the initial pore size in
the films, indicating that they were formed during sintering. We believe that
poor wetting of the glass-ceramic on silicon may have contributed to the
formation of the porous structure at the interface.
Order No.: JA808-042 © 1998 MRS

Preparation, morphology and microstructure of diameter-controllable
vapor-grown carbon nanofibers
Y-Y. Fan, F. Li, H-M. Cheng, G. Su, Y-D. Yu, Z-H. Shen
(Chinese Academy of Sciences)

Pure vapor-grown carbon nanofibers (VGCNFs) with controllable
diameter of 10-200 nm were prepared by an improved floating catalyst
method. Through transmission electron microscopy observation, it was
found that VGCNFs have a duplex structure, a hollow and high-crystallinity
graphite filament called primary carbon fiber surrounded by a pyrocarbon
layer with low graphitic crystallinity. It was observed using high-resolution
TEM that VGCNFs have excellent graphitic crystallinity with graphite layers
stacked neatly parallel to fiber axis. Moreover, x-ray diffraction results
showed that the graphitic crystallinity of carbon fibers became higher with
decreasing diameter of carbon fibers.
Order No.: JA808-043 © 1998 MRS
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